
A Contribution to our Knowledge of the Vascular 
System of the Genus Equisetum. 

BY 

KATE BARRATT, M.Sc. 

With Plates VI and VII and twenty-four Figures in the Text. 

I N spite of the large amount of work already published on the subject of 
the anatomy of Equisetum, of which an excellent chronological account 

has been given by Lady Isabel Browne (1), there still seems to be a con
siderable lack of agreement as to the nature and origin of the various parts 
of the vascular system. The presence or absence of centripetal wood is one 
of the most prominent of these questions. As a contribution towards the 
solution of some of these problems it was decided to undertake a more 
thorough investigation of the anatomy of the sporeling, and to bring 
together and amplify our information on the development of the vascular 
system. 

Hofmeister (3), as long ago as 185z, included a brief reference to this 
subject in his account of the genus. He gave an excellent figure of a young 
sporeling at the stage when its first lateral shoot was developing, but. he 
does not refer in detail to the nature of the vascular structure. 

In 1899 Jeffrey (4) described the development of sporelings of Equi
sctum hicmale and E.limosum, but only dealt generally with the anatomy of 
the young plant. 

It was hoped that a further investigation of the sporeling anatomy 
would throw ligQt upon the following points : 

1. The nature of the stelar anatomy of the primary axis. 
z. The phylogeny of the internodal bundle, with special reference to 

the metaxylem. 
3· The elucidation of the vascular system of the node, in relation to the 

internode and the question of secondary thickening. 

METHODS. 

One of the reasons for the incompleteness of our knowledge of these 
plants in their young stages probably lies in the fact that the sporelings are 
very slender and fragile, and that previous investigations have been largely 
confined to the examination of microtome sections. 

Although serial sections have been used in this investigation, another 
[Annals of Botany, Vol. XXXIV. No. CXXXIV, April, IQIIo.] 
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202 Barratt.-A Contribution to our Knowledge of the 

method, described below, has been employed to determine the relations 
existing between integral parts of the vascular system. 

The species which has been most carefully worked through is 
E. arvense, owing to the ease with which the spores of this species could be 
obtained and the young plants raised under cultivation. But sporelings of 
E. maximum and E. limosum have also been employed. 

The spores were sown on light soil immediately after gathering and the 
pots were kept in a frame at the ordinary temperature out of doors. 

The prothallia appeared in the course of two or three days after sowing 
and the first young sporophytes were visible two months later. The prothallia 
were carefully removed from the soil, washed and pickled in 7 5 per cent. 
spirit. An abundance of material was thus available. 

Plants of different sizes, varying from those still buried within the 
prothallial lappets to those showing three or four shoots, were. detached 
from their prothallia and treated for twenty-four hours with a solution of 
eau de Javelle in the cold. At the end of that time the whole spore lings 
were transparent and extremely fragile. They were then washed in water 
and stained with ammoniacal fuchsin.1 

The material was allowed to remain in the staining fluid for 24 hours 
or longer ; it was then washed with alcohol several times and during this 
proc~ss the red colour appeared in the lignified tissues. The specimens 
were then dehydrated, cleared with oil of cloves, and mounted in Canada 
balsam. For some purposes it was found convenient to mount the stained 
specimens in glycerine jelly or euparal, the lower refractive index render
ing the cellulose walls of the parenchymatous cells more visible. 

Thin slides were employed for mounting, so that when desired the 
specimens could be examined from either side. 

The result of this treatment is to render the whole sporeling tr<J.nsparent, 
and the lignified tissue, being vividly stained, stands out as a complete 
internal skeleton ; it was possible to follow the course not only of the 
vascular strands but of their individual components, and thus to correct or 
confirm conclusions drawn from the examination of serial sections. Since 
the fuchsin also stains cuticularized membranes, the characteristiC bands on 
the radial walls of the endodermal cells appear as a connected network 
(Plate VII, Fig. 1 ). 

The same method of clearing and staining was applied to the apices 
and mature shoots of adult plants with equal· success. Before clearing the 
material each apex or shoot was split longitudinally into two halves and so 
mounted that the interior of the stem was uppermost. These thick speci
mens were mounted in Canada balsam in cells constructed for the purpose. 

1 This stain is prepared for use by adding 5 per cent. solution of basic fuchsin in alcohol to strong 
ammonia o·88o, so long as the liquid remains colourless; refer Zimmerman, Botanical Microtech
nique, § 271. 
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Vascular System of the Ge~tus Equisetum. 203 

EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE YOUNG PLANT OF 
EQUISETUcU ARVENSE. 

As already stated, the young plant of Equisetum appears above the 
level of the prothallus about eight weeks after the sowing of the spores. 

The young sporophyte consists of a slender primaryrstem]continued 
below as a thin elongated root. At the level of the prothallus the first 
node is found bearing two or three leaves, their bases fused into a sheath 
and their distal parts free. Just below the level of the first :node, one can 
make out the embryonical organ, the foot. It appears as a protuberance on 
one side of the axis. The primary stem continues to elongate until several 
nodes are formed, each with two or three leaves, the larger number being 
the more common. The number of nodes formed by the first shoot is very 
variable, depending largely upon the general strength and external condi
tions of the young plant (Pl. VI, Fig. I, a--g). 

At a very early stage in the latter's development, a bud is formed 
which gives rise to the first branch. It appears below the first node on the 
side remote from the foot, pushing its way out below the leaf-sheath. Its 
position on the axis varies considerably, as may be seen by reference to 
Pl. VI, Fig. 2, a and b; sometimes it is situated at a considerable distance 
below the attachment of the leaves and sometimes almost at the node. 
This bud, on emerging from the primary axis, takes a sharp turn down
wards before ultimately taking the upward c~urse of an aerial stem. 
Before the young branch makes its way through the cortex of the primary 
axis, it gives rise to an adventitious root which immediately grows out into 
the soil. 

Other lateral buds may be developed sparingly at the upper nodes of 
the primary stem, but these develop much later if at all. 

The secondary axis in its turn gives rise to a lateral bud with its 
associated root, and this process may be. repeated until normally three 
or four upright shoots have appeared. There is a tendency for the later
formed shoots to be longer and more robust, with a gradually increasing 
number of leaves at the nodes (Pl. VI, Fig. I, a-g). There is, however, no 
great regularity in this last respect, the second shoot showing generally 
three leaves, and the third and fourth exhibiting four leaves in a whorl. 

According to Jeffrey (4) as many as 12 erect shoots are produced in 
E. hz'emale before the first rhizome makes its appearance, but in these 
cultures of E. arvense the number of aerial shoots has never exceeded five 
and the ·majority show three. The fate of the later-formed branches is 
dependent upon the conditions under which the sporelings are reared. In 
the plants resulting from thinly-sown spores, three aerial shoots were 
generally formed, and the fourth and fifth were destined to be rhizomes. 
The latter elongate very quickly and grow horizontally through the soil, 
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204 Barratt.-A Contrz'butlo1t to our Knowledge of the 

giving off aerial branches at nodes some distance away from the primary 
axis. 

In the later-sown cultures there was a tendency for an earlier prepara
tion for winter conditions. This is usually brought about by the formation 
of one or two tubers in: the place of rhizomes (PI. VI, Fig. I, e, f). 

In these artificial cultures it is well to bear in mind that the degree of 
development of the young plants is largely dependent on the external con
ditions, and especially on the density of the culture. Plants closely crowded 
are correspondingly hampered and restricted in development. 

All the young plants figured in Pl. VI, Fig. I, a-g, were taken from 
the same culture and were from prothallia of the same age. 

It is clear that the result of this early development of branches is the 
formation of a sympodium which is constructed from the bases of the first
formed aerial shoots. A distinct subterranean region is thus formed com
pounded from the bases of the second, third, and fourth aerial shoots. We 
shall see that the vascular structure of this region differs very strikingly 
both from the axis of the aerial stem and from that of the ordinary 
rhizomes. 

At the close of the first season's growth the young plants may show 
quite extensive branch systems. The primary and 'secondary axes 
generally die down early, and always before the end of the first season's 
growth. 

ANATOMY OF THE SPORELING. 

The primary root exhibits a simple diarch structure, each xylem strand 
being composed at first of a single series of tracheides. As the root 
approaches the region of the foot the xylem is increased by the addition of 
relatively wider but shorter tracheides with coarsely reticulate markings, 
strikingly different from the typical long spiral and annular elements of the 
root. The normal elongated elements thus give place to a more or less 
solid mass of short strongly thickened tracheides which are of the type so 
constantly met with in the nodal regions of the mature plant. 

Text-fig. I illustrates a series of transverse sections taken through 
a sporeling which has already produced a second aerial axis. From these 
it will be seen that the stele enlarges as it passes from the root upwards, 
and that the increase of tissue is due to the addition to the xylem of both 
parenchymatous cells and tracheides. One or two parenchymatous elements 
are found towards the centre of the mass (Text-fig. I, c), but at this stage 
they are neither numerous enough nor sufficiently constant in position to 
constitute a pith .. 

Under a high magnification these tracheides often exhibit an unusual 
appearance when seen in transverse section_; the walls bordering on paren
chymatous cells are thin and unlignified, a condition which tends to over-
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Vascular System of the Genus Equisetum. 205 

TEXT-FIG. I (A-0), Series of transverse sections through the base of the primary axis of 
a sporeling-passing from the root upwards to the base of the first internode. x 2 7 5· 
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emphasize the proportion of parenchyma present in the xylem (Pl. VI, 
Fig. 5). The explanation may be found by reference to similar elements in 
the cleared preparations. Here they are seen to be short wide tracheides 
tapering sharply at both ends, with an irregular open reticulum of thicken
ing, very large pits being found on the walls bordering parenchymatous 
cells ; hence when a transverse section traverses one of these pits the wall 
appears quite unthickened (Pl. VI, Fig. 6). 

At this level the first indication of the presence of the branch supply 
makes its appearance (Text-fig. 1, E and F). A gap is noted on one side 
of the xylem mass and the parenchymatous elements towards the centre of 
the stele come into direct communication with the central well-developed 
pith of the lateral shoot. The xylem of the latter, where it joins on to the 
main axis, is arranged in an unbroken cylinder (Text-fig. 1). As the 
series of sections is traced upwards the gap in the xylem cylinder is closed 
by the appearance of elements belonging to the upper part of the branch 
stele, thus leaving no lateral gap in the wood above the branch trace. 
Gradually the primary vascular axis co~tracts in width and the proportion 
of parenchyma in the pith is reduced until at the level of the leaf-traces it 
has returned to the condition obtaining prior to the origin of the branch, 
and ultimately a solid protostele is found (Text-fig. 1, G-M). 

The attachment of the leaf-traces is not accompanied by any disturb
ance in the arrangement of the vascular tissue. The number of leaf-traces 
present at this first node is variable, not always agreeing with that of su.b
sequent nodes on the same shoot. There seems to be a general tendency 
for one at least of the three leaf-traces typically present to be either 
reduced to a very short strand or to be absent altogether. This reduced 
trace is usually that adjoining the foot, but sometimes it is the one on the 
side towards the first lateral shoot (Text-fig. 2). There is a very decided 
tendency for the three leaf-traces to join the stele at different levels and 
thus to have a spiral arrangement (Pl. VI, Fig. 4). This might suggest 
that the very pronounced whorled ch_aracter of the pqyllotaxis of the adult 
plant may not be in itself a primitive character although it has been long 
established. 

The transition from the solid protostelic condition, just described, to 
that of the internode above is sudden, and is marked by the change from 
short wide reticulate tracheides to a few much elongated annular ones 
(Text-fig. 1, M, N, and o). 

As Vidal (6) and others have pointed out, the stem may be regarded 
as built up of a series of segments, each consisting of a node with an 
accompanying internode. This conception is certainly supported by the 
manner in which the vascular tissue develops. The internodal protoxylem 
strands are the first to differentiate, as Queva (7) has shown from his study 
of transverse sections. The strands correspond in number with the leaves 
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Vascular System of the Genus Equisetum. 207 

of the node above and are situated on the same orthostiches. Examination 
of cleared preparations shows that the first element to differentiate in each 
strand is a tracheide which often extends through the whole length of the 
internooe; or there may be two tracheides joined end to end. Further 
differentiation results in the addition of other tracheides in a more peripheral 
position. 

The traces in the leaves develop concurrently, the tracheides first 
differentiating in the distal region, but very soon linking up with the proto
xylem of the internode, either directly or by the intervention of one or two 
short coupling tracheides (Text-fig~ g, and Plate VII, Fig. g). The alter-

3· 4-
TEXT·FIG. 2. Longitudinal section of basal region of primary axis, showing an early stage in 

the development of the first lateral bud. Note abortive leaf-trace adjoining foot. 
TEXT-FIG. 3· Diagram illusttating the apex of a sporeling, showing the independent 

development of the internodal xylem strands of successive internodes. The nodal tracheides have not 
yet differentiated. 

TEXT-FIG. 4· Diagram of apex of older shoot illustrating the xylem development prior to the 
differentiation of the metaxylem. The nodal tracheides already link up the successive internodal 
strands. 

nation of the leaves of successive segments, which is so characteristic 
a feature of Equisetum, necessitates the development of a connecting system 
at the nodes. In the youngest nodes no such linking up is at first apparent, but 
provision is soon made for a continuous conducting system by the special
ization of certain of the parenchymatous cells of the nodes (Plate VII, 
Figs.g,4). These cells develop into short obliquely placed reticulate tracheides, 
so arranged as to connect up the strands of successive internodes (Text-fig. 4, 
and Pl. VI, Fig. 7). This nodal structure is a most characteristic feature of 
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208 Barratt.-A Contribution to our Know/edge of the 

the genus, and has also been shown to occur in all the stems of Calamites; 
it may therefore be considered as a relatively primitive character, since it is 
common to both living and fossil representatives. 

ORIGIN OF THE SECONDARY AXIS. 

Provision for the first branching is made very early in the history of 
the primary shoot, even while the latter is still enclosed within the folds of 
the prothallus. 

Hofmeister (3), in his classical account of Vascular Cryptogams, figures 
a young sporeling with the 
first lateral bud pushing its 
way through the tissues of the 
mother axis. He undoubtedly 
considered this bud to have an 
endogenous origin, but did not 
comment upon it in particular 
because at that time all the 
lateral buds of Equisetum were 
thought to arise from the cen
tral tissues. 

It was later shown by 
Janczewski (8) and Vidal (6) 
that the whorled aerial branches 
take their origin from buds 
which arise from superficial 
cells of the· stem at the base 
of the leaf-sheaths. It was 
consequently assumed that all 
the lateral buds arose in like 
manner. 

TEXT-FIG. 5· Transverse section from base of 
primary axis showing origin of the first bud. The 
apical cell is already established, although the xylem of 
the primary stem is not yet differentiated. x 950. 

Jeffrey (4), however, in 
his description of the sporeling, 
refers to its position low down 

on the axis well below the leaf-sheath, and speaks of it as the ' so-called 
adventitious bud', but does not make it clear whether this expression refers 
to its position on the axis or to its endogenous origin. 

In order to determine the latter question, sporelings were sectioned in 
various directions. It was found that the bud initial is formed at a very 
early stage in the history of the primary shoot, in fact as soon as the first 
leaf-sheath is organized. From an examination of Text-fig. 5, one of 
a series of transverse sections, it is seen that the bud is undoubtedly endo
genous and probably originates in the layer which gives rise to the 
endodermis. The young branch develops slowly and gradually pushes its 
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way through the tissues of the parent axis. It behaves in fact like a young 
root, from which, of course, it is early distinguishable by the development 
of its first leaf-sheath. 

The vascular tissues originate in the bud quite independently of the 
mother axis. The first indications of a connexion between the parent and 
lateral shoot appear next to the stele of the parent stem, by the differentiation 
of a hollow tube composed entirely of short wide tracheides with retic~late 
markings (Text-fig. 2). 

The lateral shoot bears at its base a sheath formed from the fused 
bases of the first whorl of leaves, which is commonly spoken of as the 
ochreola. The leaves of this whorl have no vascular strands, as Jeffrey ( 4) 
observed; the nodal tracheides make their appearance, however, in the 

appropriate position, and, by the 
differentiation below them of other 
short tracheides, are connected to 
the vascular tube already described, 
which is thus extended to the level 
of the insertion of the ochreola 
Plate VII, Fig. 2). The absence of 
vascular tissue from the ochreola 
of this the first lateral branch of 
the young plant is a feature com
mon to all the succeeding branches, 
wherever they may be produced. 
The leaves of the first whnrl of every 
branch, whether arising from the 
rhizomes or from the aerial sh.oots, TEXT- FlG. 7. Transverse section of base 

of secondary axis, showing siphonostele. x 275- have rio leaf-traces. On the other 
hand, it may be recalled that the 

leaves of the first whorl of the primary axis po possess a vascular supply, 
but there are indications that it is gradually being suppressed. This is 
notably the case in the leaf adjoining the foot, where the trace is often 
only partially formed and is frequently absent aftogether, the only in
dication being a protrusion of the endodermis (Text-fig. 2). 

At the level of the ochreola, or a little below it, a third shoot takes its 
origin from a bud on the second axis and develops in a similar way to that 
already described. This bud appears early and grows out through the 
tissues of the parent shoot, and by continuing in a horizontal direction for 
a short distance before turning up above ground it adds its contribution to 
the underground axis. The first aerial shoots are all formed in ~his way, 
and as a result a short sympodium is built up from their bases (Text-fig. 6). 

The structure of_ the xylem throughout this region consists of a tube of 
reticulate tracheides interrupted at intervals by the attachment of the 
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Vascular System of the Genus Equisetum. 21 1 

vascular supplies from the aerial shoots (Text-fig. 7). There are no spiral 
and annular elements present, and this may be accounted for by the absence 
of elongation in this region of the axis once the conducting tissue has 
dev.eloped. This underground region thus presents features which only 
appear in a modified form at the bases of the ordinary aerial axes. As has 
been shown above, these structural peculiarities can be directly attributed to 
the early and repeated branching by which it is built up. 

ORIGIN OF THE METAXYLEM. 

The structure of the bundles in the internode of the mature stem is too 
well known to need detailed description. Of the three groups of xylem 
normally present, the two lateral groups, commonly known as the meta·· 
xylem, develop later than the elements of the protoxylem which are 
associated with the carinal canal. 

There have been two different interpretations of the nature of the 
metaxylem of the internodal bundle. The earlier investigators concluded 
that it comprised the laterally developed elements of a collateral bundle of 
which the first-formed elements were represented by the protoxylem 
adhering to the carinal canals. The similarity in the general arrangement 
of the tissues as seen in transverse sections of the internodes of any 
Equisctum compared with that of a young herbaceous dkotyledon naturally 
gave rise to the opinion that the structures were analogous. Such a type 
of structure is, however, unusual in Vascular Cryptogams apart from the 
well-known case of the Osmundaceae. In all the groups of Vascular 
Cryptogams other than the Equisetaceae the mature structure, even in the 
most elaborate types, can be shown to have been derived, in the course of 
ontogeny, from a simple protostele. 

In 1901 Prof. Gwynne-Vaughan (9) suggested another interpretation 
for the metaxylem. He pointed out its independent nature and showed 
that the protoxylem of the carina} canals was alone associated with the 
leaf-trace system, and he concluded, at least for E. hiemale and E. maximum, 
that the metaxylem strands were continuous over the nodes, merely altering 
their position laterally and becoming associated with neighbouring leaf
traces. He went farther and suggested tentatively that this xylem might 
represent the last remnants of a mass of centripetal wood of a primitive 
protostele. This would involve the centripetal development of this portion 
of the wood, and he supported his theory by reference to E. gigantcum, 
which showed what he interpreted as indications of such a development, 
but owing to the mature condition of all the available material he could not 
demonstrate this conclusively. 

The question has thus definitely centred upon the order of differentia
tion of this metaxylem. Eames (10) and Queva (7) have subsequently 
stated that the whole of the lateral metaxylem is centrifugal, although the 
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former records examples of certain irregularities in the direction of its 
lignification. 

With regard to the elements composing this metaxylem, Queva (7), 
from an examination of E. maximum and E. limosum, considers that they 
are all spirally thickened tracheides ; but Eames (10) mentions that in 
E. maximum the elements of the lateral strands generally show sclariform, 
or reticulately pitted walls with occasional annular and spiral thickenings. 

According to the results of the present investigation, there is no 
question that in E. arvense the majority of the tracheides composing this 
metaxylem are spirally thickened, the first developed ones being consider
ably drawn out during the later stages of elongation, and in some cases the 
elements break down, leaving small lacunae comparable to those associated 
with the protoxylem. On the other hand, in the later-formed elements it is 
seen that the thickening is more closely disposed until a simple form of 
reticulum results, requiring careful examination to distinguish it from the 
closer spiral forms. 

This is found most elaborately developed in E. giganteum, and con
firms Gwynne-Vaughan's observation that the smaller size of the outer 
elements suggested a centripetal order of development. 

The order of differentiation of this particular region of the vascular 
system has been carefully traced both in the young sporeling and in the 
apices of adult shoots belonging to the following species: E. arvense and 
E. maximum. Although there is a variation in the amount of xylem 
developed, the order of its appearance is fairly constant. 

The tissues which are destined to form these lateral xylem elements 
are early distinguishable as procambial strands. Elongation of the elements 
is almost completed in the internodes before any thickening takes place, 
although in some cases where growth has continued after the completion of 
the tracheides a certain amount of disruption occurs with the formation of 
small lateral lacunae. The thickening and lignification of the tracheides 
proceeds regularly through the internode; beginning in one . cell which 
abuts upon the nodal tracheides, the process follows in the cel'.s immediately 
below until a whole column is lignified (Text-fig.8and Pl. VII, Fig. 1). Before 
this is completed, however, another vertical row of cells begins to differentiate 
in the same way, and this scheme is followed until the whole group of 
tracheides is matured. Owing to the fact that the lignification does not take 
place simultaneously throughout the internode, it is possible to select one in 
which the material is in a half-developed condition. Some stem apices about 
two inches long were halved longitudinally, and one half of each apex was 
cleared with eau de Javelle and stained with fuchsin in the way already 
described. From these it could be ascertained which nodes showed the 
desired condition, and the companion halves were embedded in wax and 
microtomed. From the two sets of preparations it was possible to 
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Vascular System of the Genus Equz'setum. 213 

determine the order of differentiation of the elements in the lateral 
bundles. 

It was thus clearly made out that the spiral and annular elements 

occur nearest to the carina! protoxylem, and that those subsequently 

differentiated occur nearer to the periphery of the stem and more remote 
from the canal. 

The metaxylem strands of successive vegetative internodes are not 

directly continuous, but are 
linked together by means of 
the short, coarsely reticulate 
nodal tracheides, and no indica
tion was found of any of these 
strands crossing the outer sur
face of the nodal xylem, as 
has been suggested by Gwynne
Vaughan (9) for E. hiemale and 
E. maximum. The direct re
lation between the carina! pro
toxylem .and the lateral meta
xylem in the internode of the 
aerial shoots is not very clear 
owing to the separation in 
space and time between their 
respective developments. Fur
ther reference will be made to 
this, however, when the structure 
of the tubers and cones has been 
described. 

In the course of an ex
amination of some young vege
tative axes of E. maximum, the 
large nodal tracheides described 
and figured by Sykes (11) were 
met with. They form quite 
early in,. the life of the shoot, 

:·--META XYLEM 

lNTERNODE 

· - -- · PROTOHLEM 

AHO 

C. UUNAL C.ANI\l .. 

~· · N OOA L Tf\AC. H£1 OS 

• --- MCTA Xl'-tM 

TEXT-FIG. 8. Diagram illustrating late develop
ment of the metaxylem. Length of internodes much 
reduced. 

and are clearly ordinary nodal tracheides which owe their shape to the 

opportunity of free development afforded by their projection into the lumen 

of the canaL They are undoubtedly concerned with the transference of 

water from the carinal canals of one internode to those of the internode 

above, as Miss Sykes suggested. 
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214 Barratt.-A Contribution to our Knowledge of the 

ORIGI N OF LATERAL BUDS. 

The primary axis only gives rise sparingly to lateral buds, but as the 
successive aerial axes develop, they produce whorls of branches. These 
arise from buds which have been clearly demonstrated to be of exogenous 
origin (6, 8) and to occur in the axil of the leaf-sheaths; alternating in 
position with the leaf-teeth. 

The tracheides of the bud internodes follow exactly the same order of 
development as those of the primary axis, i.e. the int~rnodal elements 
become lignified first. and are linked up with the leaf-traces and with the 

corresponding elements of 

T EXT - F IG. 9· Transverse section of a bundle from 
a normal tuber ' of E . m'11ense. x 275. 

higher internodes later by the 
short tracheides of the node. 

The junction of the bud 
vascular system with that of 
the parent stem is brought 
about by the · formation of a 
closed tube of short, strongly 
thickened elements ~;epeating 

the structure already described 
which is -found at the base of 
the secondary axis. 

Rhizom~s. The first rhi
zomes arise as lateral buds at 
the base of young aerial stems. 
In E. arv~ns~ they appear, as 
a rule, after three or four up
right shoots have been formed, 
but this is dependent upon con
ditions of growth, as already 
stated. 

A rhizome is like an aerial shoot except with regard to its direction of 
growth and its lack of chlorenchyma. Where the plants are left crowded 
together these rhizomes have not so good a chance of developing, and their 
growth may consequently be arrested. Towards the end of the summer 
other shoots grow out as short fat tubers (Pl. VI, Fig. I, ~.f). These tubers 
in the young plant consist only of one long swollen internode crowned by 
a small node and terminal bud, although in older plants a chain of tubers 
may be formed by the development of successive internodes. 

There is a striking difference in structure between these two kinds of 
. underground organs, both of which often grow out as lateral buds from the 
same axis at the same node, and apparently under the same conditions. 
The main difference in structure, apart from the great increase in paren-
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Vascular System of the Genus E quisetum. 2 I 5 

chyma, is a complete absence of air-channels in the tuber. In the tubers of 
the sporelings there are usually four bundles embedded in a great mass of 
starch-containing parenchyma. Each vascular strand is surrounded by 
a very evident endodermis, and in this respect the tuber of E. arvense 
differs from any of the other shoots of this species (Text-fig. 9). 

Tubers which are formed on the rhizomes of mature plants vary con
siderably in form, as has been fully described by Duval-} ouve (12) and 
Milde (13). They may, consist of single swollen internodes, or of a series 
siT;nilar to the well-known case of Arrhenatherttm avenaceum. 

In the more swollen tubers, as Leclerc du Sablon (14) has shown, the 
vascular strands branch before reaching the greatest diameter and link up 

.. .- <:3.". :· .· ""''-, .. 
' ·. ~·' 

.-. : ·. 
~ : 

A. 

/·:) 
·~-~~- ( : 

'· • 
l 

'- -·' 

B. 

TEXT-FIG. ro. Diagram of transverse sections of abnormal tuber. A. Close below a node. 
B. Middle of the internode. 

again before passing through the nodal region: The same author has 
pointed out that each vascular bundle is made up of mixed tracheides. and 
parenchyma, and the xylem does not show a separation into three parallel 
strands. 

Among the material examined during the present investigation one 
tuber of E. arvense was met with which exhibited a distinctly anomalous 
structure. It was noticed that in transverse section the bundles appeared 
to be much elongated in the radial direction, and on closer inspection it was 
found that the protoxylem, consisting of one or two extremely narrow 
elements, was separated from the remaining xylem by a group of parenchy
matous cells, the endodermis encircling the whole bundle (Text-figs. ro (A, B), 
II, and 12 ). A series of sections was taken through the remainder of the 
internode, and from this it was seen that towards the widest region of the 
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2 r6 Barratt.-A Contribut£mt to our Knowledge if the 

tuber these protoxylem elements remained relatively in their original place, 
while the remaining elements of the bundle occupi,ed a more peripheral 
position. As the separation became more extreme, one endodermis no 
longer surrounded both parts, but separate ones encircled each portion of 
xylem (Text-figs. 10 (B) and IZ). 

JJ. 

12. 

TEXT-FIG. 1 I. Transverse section of a vascular bundle of an anomalous tuber of E. arvetzse 
close below a node. The carina! canal is clearly visible and is enclosed with the remainder of the 
bundle by a common endodermis. 

TEXT-FIG. I 2. Transverse section of a bundle from the middle of the same internode of 
anomalous tuber. The protoxy !em is separated by a considerable radial distance from the meta
xylem, and is enclosed in a separate endodermal sheath. Much of the parenchyma separating the 
two bundles in the radial direction has been omitted. px = protoxylem; l = lacuna. x I8o. 

The relatively small number and small size of the protoxylem elements 
and their separate position in this anomalous tuber thus suggest that the 
bulk of the tracheides present in the normal bundles represent the counter
part of the metaxylem of the aerial shoots and cone axis. 
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A considerable amount of material was looked over in order to find 
other specimens with a similar structure, but without success. It seems 
clear; however, from this one case that the xylem in the bundle of the 
normal tuber consists of a relatively large mass of tracheides comparable to 
the lateral strands of metaxylem found in the typical vegetative internodes, 
while the protoxylem associated with the carina! canals of the latter is 
usually indistinguishable in the mature tubers. It is not suggested that 
this is not present at all, but if formed is there in very small amount, and 
owing to the tremendous development of parenchyma and consequent 
radial extension the small canal formed by its disruption becomes obliterated 
and the remains of the elements are no longer visible. It has already been 
mentioned that the protoxylem elements of the abnormal tuber are 
extremely small, and would probably have been overlooked had it not been 
for their separation from the main elements of the bundle and their inclusion 
within a separate endodermis. 

The full significance of this structure will be evident when compared 
with the cone and vegetative axis. 

SECONDARY THICKENING. 

Since the appearance of Cormack's (15) observations on the xylem of 
E. maximum, the view has been very generally held that a limited amount 
of secondary growth takes place in the xylem of the nodes of certain 
species of Equisetum. Cormack ( 15) supported his conclusions by a com
parison between the number of elements present in the nodal groups of 
xylem at the apex and in the same relative position 'several internodes 
lower in the stem. He shows that in the successive nodes the number of 
elements of lignified tissue increases, whereas the number of elements of 
the internodes remains more or less constant. This observation, which is 
readily confirmed, does not necessarily prove the point, for the increase in 
number of elements as seen in transverse section may be due to other 
causes than multiplication by cambial cell division. Longitudinal sections 
were examined in order to determine whether this ' increase ' at any 
particular level had not been produced by the elongation of the elements in 
question accompanied by displacement due to sliding growth. 

To determine whether this has actually happened, it is necessary to 
measure the lengths of the elements in the various regions and to examine 
critically the relation existing between the cells of the nodes and the inter
nodes. In E. arvense, some dormant underground buds were fixed and 
sectioned in a longitudinal direction. These buds were particularly 
favourable for such an investigation because the numerous nodes in each 
bud showed every stage in the development of the xylem. 

Similar buds of E. maximum were also examined and the same con
ditions were found. The drawings and measurements were, however, made 
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.16. 

TKXT-FIGS. f3-16. Cells of the node of a vegetative biul of E. m'Vense seen in longitudinal tangen· 
tial view, showing four stages in the development of the nodal tracheides. x 275. 
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Vascular System of the Genus Equisetum. 219 

from specimens of E. arvmse, owing to the more convenient size and shape 
of the buds. 

Text-figs. 13-16 show groups of nodal elements drawn from the nodes 
of an apical bud. From these it will be seen that the shape of the elements 
gradually changes from short cubical cells to slightly elongated elements 
tapering at both ends. The first change involves a slight lengthening of each 
element. Since little or no growth is taking place in the surrounding cells, the 
elongation of these xylem elements necessitates some special accommoda
tion. This is brought about by an overlapping of the ends of the cells and 
an inclination of their long axes. All the elements of a grol.lp have the 
same inclination, though the direction is reversed in contiguous bundles, as 
seen in tangential sections. As the elongation of these elements proceeds, 
it is accompanied by an increase in diameter, and finally the walls are 
thickened in a reticulate pattern and lignification completes the development. 

The cells which are destined to compose the nodal regions of the stem 
are sharply marked off from the internodal elements, which multiply rapidly 
later. The former are cubical parenchymatous cells arranged in very 
symmetrical rows, about four tiers of such cells being concerned in the 
formation of each node. 

When the tracheides are fully grown, but before they lose their proto
plasmic contents, the position of the nuclei still gives a rough indication of 
the original arrangement of the cells. If these groups of cells were 
sectioned in a transverse direction it would naturally appear as if the 
number of elements had increased as the node became older. This increase, 
however, is brought about by the overlapping of previously existing cells, 
and cannot in any way be referred to a process of secondary thickening. 
Each element in. longitudinal view is seen to overlap one-two cells, which 
would result in an apparent multiplication by two or three, and on counting 
the number of elements present in a number of groups as seen in transverse 
section the average increase corresponded very closely, i.e. rather more 
than two. 

The examination of preparations of E. maximum lead to the same 
conclusions, and it would seem, therefore, that in these two species the facts 
on which the existence of a process of secondary growth has been based 
are susceptible of a simpler explanation, although one which perhaps will 
not be so acceptable to palaeontologists. 

A FORKED VEGETATIVE AXIS. 

Several authors have already described cases of branching in cones of 
Equisetum, and Stiles (16) has investigated the anatoniy of a branched 
strobilus of E. maximum. He accepts the view put forward by Bower 
(17, p. 682) that the branching of the strobilus is fundamentally dichotomous. 
It is interesting, therefore, to be able to record an example of an apparent 
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dichotomy of a vegetative axis. One of the sporelings of E. Nmosttm, grown 
in culture, was found to have a forked primary axis. Only one such case 
was seen, the forking of the axis taking place at the level of the fifth node. 
The specimen was cleared and stained with ammoniacal fuchsin so that the 
vascular strands stood out clearly. 

It may be seen l:iy reference to Text-fig. 17, that the vascular strands 
of the two branches run for a short distance 

I 

I 
I 

.I 

as separate systems in the partially fused 
stem, and two nodes with the intervening 
internode are involved in the adjustments 
of the vascular system. The changes so 
necessitated include a reduction of six 
strands to three, and this takes place in 
two stages. The normal number of leaves 
for the sporeling is three, but at the node 
near the point of forking four appendages 
are present. The vascular system of the 
two branches shows greater independence 
at this region than do the external tissues ; 
there are in fact two distinct vascular 
cylinders, and a separate nodal organiza
tion is present for each branch. Each of 
these supplies traces to a pair of leaves. 

In each case the three bundles of the 
branch are continued by two in the inter
node below. The reduction is effected by 
two bundles approximating immediately 
above the node and linking up with the 
same group of nodal tracheides. At the 
node below the four strands, two from 
each branch are similarly replaced by three 
in the next internode. It may be pointed 
out that this simple method of varying the 
number of bundles in adjoining internodes 
is that normally followed in ordinary shoots. 

TEXT-FIG. 17. Diagram illus
trating the vascular system of the 
sporeling of E. !imosum with the 
forked axis. The difference in level 
of the two nodes iu the common axis 
is real and not due entirely to per• 
spective. It is evident from the facts described 

above that this is not a case of vigorous 
branch, but a true forking of the primary axis. development of a lateral 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CONE. 

A careful and detailed account of the structure of the cone of four 
species of Equisetum has been given by Lady Isabel Browne (1, 2). Cones 
of each of these species were cut into series of transverse and longitudinal 
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Vascular System of the Gmus Equ£setum. 221 

sections, from which diagrams of the whole vascular system were con
structed. 

Browne concludes that the species examined can be arranged ·in 
a series which shows a progressive reduction in the amount of xylem tissue. 
This ranges from a regular arrangement in E. arvense, imperfectly siphono
stelic at the nodes to dictyostelic in the internodes, through E. palustre, 
E. maximum, to E. limosum, where the xylem is reduced to an irregular 
network. This reduction in the xylem is accompanied by an increase in 
size of the parenchymatous meshes which separate the bundles, and in 
E. palustre these meshes often extend through the nodes, with the result 
that the vascular strands tend to run longitudinally with few anastomoses 
and are separated by relatively wide parenchymatous tracks. 

Browne describes the detailed nature of the vascular bundles, and 
draws attention to the difference between those present in the strobilus and 
those occurring in the vegetative axes. She considers that the anatomy 
of the cone axis supports the view that the sporangiophores are whole 
appendages of a foliar nature, and interprets the structure of the cone in 
terms of nodes ·and internodes. Browne agrees with most authors in 
regarding the annulus as a modified leaf-whorl. 

In the present investigation cones have been prepared in the way 
already described for the vegetative organs : they were cut in half longitu
dinally, cleared, and stained in bulk. By this method a large number of 
specimens of different species could be prepared in a relatively short time 
and the individual variability appreciated. Both very young and mature 
cones were thus prepared in order to trace out the ontogeny of the 
vascular system. 

The first impression gained from an examination of the cone is the 
marked differences in structure it presents as compared with the vegetative 
axis. Of these the most striking are the apparent absence of lacunae, both 
vallecular and carina!, and the structure of the vascular bundles. 

Browne (1, p. 684) has pointed out that instead of the three groups of 
xylem, characteristic of the bundles of the vegetative internodes, the 
bundles of the cone show a narrow tangentially extended band of tracheides, 
and suggests that' in the vegetative internodes the lateral groups of xylem 
represent the free ends of a more deeply curved band of xylem, and in that 
case the position of the tracheides of the lateral groups of metaxylem in 
a radial series is due to the more or less marked curvature of a band of 
which only the carina! tracheides and the free ends are lignified. The 
primitive form of the internodal bundle would then be that of the cone.' 

She further states (1, p. 666): ' ... In a good many places there are, 
internally to the bands or ring, isolated tracheides or little groups of 
tracheides, usually of small size; . . . Such tracheides or groups of tracheides 
do not as a rule persist for any considerable distance in a vertical direction; 
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in the internode they occur also internally to the separate strands of xylem.' 
It may be stated quite definitely that these elements belong to the proto
xylem, although Browne does not apparently identify them as such, and, as 
will be shown below, they form a definite system of strands and constitute 
the scaffolding on which the whole vascular system of the cone is built up. 

The species examined were E. maximum, E. arvense, E. limosum, 
E. palustre, E. sylvaticum. 

In very young cones of E. palustre 1 the development of the xylem 
could be readily made out (Text-fig. x8). It proceeds in a manner in no 

5 

-- - . A. 

I . '9· 
TEXT-FIG. 18. Diagram representing half a young cone of E. p alustre. The sporangiophores 

and leaves are somewhat diagrammatic, and the small circles surrounding dots in connexion with the 
vascular strands represent the points of connexion of the sporangiophore traces not otherwise shown. 
The protoxylem strands were traced with a camera Iucida. 

TEXT-FIG. 19. Xylem strand of cone and the first differentiated tracheide of the sporangiophoric 
trace from young cone of E. palustre. A = axial strand of cone; S - sporangiophoric trace. 

way comparable with that of the vegetative axis. In the latter, the several 
protoxylem strands of · each internode develop simultaneously. Their 

1 Cones of E. m'Vense and E. maximum were collected in the autumn and found to be fully 
formed . . As Browne pointed out for E. arvense, the vascular system is at this time practically 
mature. E. palustre was therefore selected owing to the fact that the cones are formed at the 
apices of the vegetative axes, and can be very easily collected at an early stage. 
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development is quite independent of those in the internodes above and 
below, with which they are subsequently connected by the nodal tracheides. 
In the cone, however, the protoxylem strands develop uninterruptedly from 
the base to the apex of the cone. There is no disjunction at the 'nodes ', 
though some of the strands may terminate at or near the point of insertion 
of the sporangiophores. Moreover, the traces of the latter arise in 
a manner quite different from those of the leaves. The differentiation of 
the tracheides of' the leaf-traces begins in the distal part of the leaf and 
proceeds inwards until they finally link up with the nodal tracheides. In 
the sporangiophore trace the order of development is reversed. The first 
tracheide differentiates next to an axial strand of prot<Jxylem, to which it 
may be connected laterally or terminally, and the further differentiation of 
the strand proceeds outwards into the stalk of the sporangiophore (Text
fig. 19). 

In any comparisom of the vascular structure of the cones and vegeta
tive shoots, such marked difference in the arrangement and mode of 
development of the protoxylem strands must receive full consideration. 
They are features which would be least affected and longest retained in any 
process of reduction. In the vegetative shoots the leaf-sheaths, though now 
of comparatively small importance in the economy of the plant, have 
a dominating influence on the vascular structure of the stem. The sporan· 
giophores, though provided with a vascular system of relatively better 
development than that of the leaf-teeth, have no similar effect on the 
anatomy of the cone. 

The examination of mature cones of such species as E. arvense and 
E. maximum, with more or less regular whorls of sporangiophores and with 
well-developed metaxylem masking the protoxylem strands, may perhaps 
suggest an internal organization of node and internode. A study of the 
development of the vascular system, however, can only lead to the conclu
sion that the vascular structure so characteristic of all the mature vegetative 
axes, with its well-defined segmentation, is quite absent in the cone. 

With the appearance of metaxylem tracheides in the axis-which 
takes place somewhat irregularly-additional elements are added to the 
sporangiophore traces, which when completed show a mesarch structure as 
described by Eames (19). The axial metaxylem consists of spirally 
thickened tracheides which vary considerably in length. The advantage of 
this type of tracheide is evident in view of the rapid elongation of the cone 
which takes place at the time of dehiscence of the sporangia. 

As seen in transverse sections (Text-figs. 20 and 21 ), the met<~;xylem is 
separated from the protoxylem by parenchymatous cells, and as the cone 
matures it forms a continuous band, 2 to 4 cells wide, external to the 
protoxylem in each bundle. The greater development of the metaxylem 
tends to mask the presence of the protoxylem. The latter, however, is 
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always present and is most conspicuously seen in transverse section in cones 

of the shape found in E.palustre. There the growth in length is relatively 

TEXT-FIG. 20. Tran>verse section of bundle from cone of E. palmtre. Note the carina:! 

canal. X 275. 

TEXT-FIG. 21. Transverse section of bundle from cone of E. maximum. Note the scattered 
arrangement of the metaxylem and the position of the protoxylem. x 275. 

great, bringing about a more complete rupture of the protoxylem and con

ecquently the formation of small lacunae (Fig. ~o). The relation between 
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the structure of these bundles and that of the bundles of the vegetative stems 
will be discussed below. 

Although, as already stated, the protoxylem strands determine the 
main features of the vascular system, yet the very considerable development 

22. 22 a. 
TEXT-FIG. 22. Diagram illustrating the vascular system of the cone of E. arvense. The 

rnetaxylem is represented by shaded area and the protoxylem by continuous lines. The black circles 
enclosing central dots represent the point of attachment of the sporangiophore traces. 

TRXT·FIG. ~2 a. Part of the vascular system of a cone of E. arvense, showing more extensive 
tracts . of metaxy lem. 

of metaxylem in the bundles may tend to obscure the course of the 
primary strands (Text-figs. 22 and 22 a). Moreover, the metaxylem may be 
unequally developed on either side of a protoxylem strand, and may in 
certain regions be so well developed as to form lateral connexions with 

Q2 
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neighbouring strands.· This is, in fact, what ft:equently happens at the 
'nodes', the anastomosing and forking of the bundles having in many cases 
no relation to the behaviour of the primary strands, although of course forking 

of the primary strands does occur. Such 
lateral connexions were observed by Browne 
(2, p. 258) in the ' internodes' of the cone of 
E. maximum, and dismissed as not being 
palingenetic, but were regarded as constituting 
a fresh character in the phylogeny of the genus. 

·. : Such a description, which the present writer 

~·~·: .. ' 

TF.XT-FIG. 23. Diagram illus
trating the arrangement of the 
xvlem strands of a cone of 
E. maximum. 

cannot accept, might equally well be applied 
to. much of the metaxylem developed at the 
' nodes' (Text-fig. 23). In some cones of 
E. arvcnse the metaxylem may be so ex
tensively developed as to form broad bands 
connecting three or four bundles laterally and 
extending from the insertion of one whorl of 
sporangiophores to another (Text-fig. 22 a). 

The parenchymatous tracts which separate 
the bundles have been identified with foliar 
gaps, caused in the first instance by the 
departure of the sporangiophoric trace. The 
gap, howevet·, does not occur immediately 
above the point of departure of the trace; 
frequently there is no apparent relation be
tween them. Much of Browne's papers are 
devoted to a careful attempt to explain the 
numerous anomalies which occur in the ex
amples she describes. This interpretation of 
the vascular stru<:ture of the cone is of course 
bound up with the morphological nature of 
the spo·rangiophore, and the question will be 
further discussed below. 

Although such species as E. arvense and 
E. maximum show a definite network of strands 
with short meshes, in E. palustre, E. limosum, 
E. s;,lvaticum,. the meshes are more irregular
frequently much elongated-stretching through 
two or more' nodes', and in E. palustre even 
extending nearly the whole length of the cone. 
Browne (1, p. 699) ascribes these differences 

to a reduction of the xylem which, operating at the nodes, has produced an 
'extension of the parenchymatous meshes upwards, downwards, and 
laterally.' 
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There is no question that in certain species the xylem is less well 
developed than in others, and it is possible to arrange the species as 
Browne has done in a reduction series. Whatever factor may have been 
operative in bringing about this reduction of the xylem considered as 
a whorl, the present writer cannot admit that it has been influential in 
determining the course and distribution of the xylem strands and the 
disposition of the parenchymatous gaps. 

It is suggested that the determining factor in the relative development 
of the metaxylem, and hence of the meshes, is primarily a mechanical one. 
It is significant that the species with large and heavy cones have more 
abundant xyle'm and more regulat·ly developed network. 

It has been shown above that the arrangement of the primary strands 
of xylem and the mode of origin of the spot·angiophore traces do not lend 
themselves to an interpretation of the vascular system of the cone as built 
up, like that of the vegetative stem, of an alternation of node and internode. 
If, then, the vascular structure of the 'Cone is so strikingly different from 
that of the leafy shoot, the contention that the sporangiophore is a foliar 
structure-whether whole or part of a leaf-loses much support. In 
Calamostachys, as Williamson and Scott \18) have shown, there is a remark
able difference in the structure of th·e axis at the region of insertion of the 
sterile bracts and at the level of attachment of the sporangiophores. The 
nodes which bear the bracts show essentially the same character (e. g. the 
s.hort nodal tracheide) as the vegetative nodes of Equisetum; the traces of 
the sporangiophores, on the other hand, are inserted directly on the axial 
strands without interrupting them. In this respect they resemble those of 
the cone of Equisetum. 

Hickling (19) points out that the so-called 'sporangiophore' or 'fertile 
nodes ' should not be regarded as nodes in the same sense as the true or 
' tract nodes'. With that co_nclusion the present writer must agree, and in 
extending it to the cone of Equisetum concludes that in the latter genus the 
fertile axis is entirely undifferentiated into node and internode. 

Bower (17), after a careful consideration of the available data, has 
pointed out that the balance of evidence is strongly in favour of the non
phylome theory of the sporangiophore in Equisetzan, and the facts brought 
out in the present investigation lend it still further support. 

The annulus has gene!'ally been considered to be a foliar structure. Its 
morphology has been fully discussed by Goebel (20), and abnormal forms 
approaching foliage leaves on the one hand and sporangiophores on the 
other have been described by Milde- (13), GlUck (21), and others. 

It is of some interest to consider to what extent this view is supported 
by the vascular anatomy of the cone. 

Just above the level of the insertion of the annulus the characteristic 
vascular structure of the cone begins and the transition from the typical 
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internode below is marked by a considerable development of metaxylem at 
this point. This has been interpreted by Browne as affording indications 
of the presence of a node. According to Vidal's (6) conception of the 
vegetative axis of Equisetum as being made up of a series of segments each 
composed of a node with an inferior internode, the fact that there is an 
undoubted internode immediately below the insertion of the annulus would 
presuppose the existence of a node above. On the other hand, there are 
certain facts which negative such a view; these are (1) the course of the 
protoxylem strands, (2) the total absenCe of vascular supply to the annulus. 
The protoxylem strands from the internode pass without any disjunction to 
the level at which the first sporangiophore traces arise, and hence there is 
no alternation at the so-called 'node'. There may be apparent forking of 
the strands, but this is due to the fact that the protoxylem strands in the 
bundles of the internode below are often double, which, separating as they 
enter the cone, produce this appearance of forking. This appearance is 
emphasized by the disposition of the metaxylem at this region, which is 
similar to that at the so-called nodes from which the sporangiophore traces 
arise. 

The absence of vascular tissue in. the annulus has been frequently 
noted. In itself this is not an insuperable objection to the foliar theory 
because the ochreola which occurs at the base of all branches always lacks 
traces. 

In this connexion it is interesting to consider certain abnormal annuii 
found among the material used in this investigation. Fertile annuli with 
well-developed sporangia were found in both E.palustre and E. sylvaticum. 
They varied in form ; some were fully peltate (Pl. VI, Fig. g), others bore 
sporangia only on the upper surface. Not one of the structures, however, 
possessed any trace of a vascular system. 

On the whole, therefore, though the vascu)ar structure does not support 
1he view of the foliar nature of the annulus, it cannot be said .to throw much 
light on the morphology of this organ. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY. 

In order to arrive at a true conception of the vas~ular structure. of 
Equisetum it is necessary to look at the plant as a whole. Any geneFal 
explanation or theory put forward must be capable of embracing characters 
found in all the organs of all the species. 

It very often happens that a study of the structure of the early stages 
of the individual throws light on the ·phylogenetic history of the genus. 
Jeffrey (4), in his account of the sporeling of E. hiemale, describes the 
vascular system at the base of the first shoot as siphonostelic, but it is clear 
from a study of spore lings of E. ar11ense and E. maximum, that the vas.cular 
cylinder at the base of the first shoot in these species is protostelic. This 
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condition does not persist for long; it is temporarily disturbed by the 
attachment of the first lateral branch, and above the first node the solid 
cylinoer opens out at once into the much-reduced structure of the internode. 
Such a protostelic condition is not met with in the succeeding shoots. A 
very characteristic and significant vascular formation is found in the com
pound structure formed from the bases of the first few aerial shoots. This 
is a continuous sympodial siphonostele uninterrupted by leaf-traces or 
parenchymatous gaps of any kind. It is also significant that a siphonostele 
is to be found at the base of every branch, whether borne above or below. 
ground, and that it is repeated at every node of the vegetative shoots. 

The internode undoubtedly shows a much reduced vascular develop
ment, and we must look for an explanation of its characteristic structure in 
the plant organs which have suffered less reduction. The structure of the 
basal regions already referred to above provides a very strong argument for 
a siphonostelic origin, and there seems to be small reason to doubt that the 
bundle arrangement now present in the internodes is the final stage in 
reduction from such a condition. 

Gwynne-Vaughan (9) first raised the question as to the> true nature of 
the lateral strands of internodal xylem, and Poirault (22) agreed with him 
in his conclusion that they had no connexion with the leaf-trace system, but 
were continuous over the nodes, and that their development was in a centri
petal direction. 

Gwynne-Vaughan suggested that these strands may represent the last 
remnants of a central mass of centripetal xylem. This view was seriously 
attacked by Eames (10), who not only thought that the whole xylem of 
each bundle made up a unit, but that all parts were involved in the forma
tion of the leaf-traces. 

From the present investigation it seems certain that the order of 
differentiation of the elements of the lateral strands is in general centri
fugal, as the majority of the later investigators (Queva (7), Browne (1)) have 
agreed. Eames (10), however, seems to have overlooked the fact which 
J anczewski (8) and Queva (7) had previously noted, that the xylem of each 
internode develops quite independently, only linking up subsequently by 
the development of the nodal tracheides. He, in fact, speaks of the carina! 
canals as disappearing at the nodes and their place being occupied by large
celled protoxylem. The protoxylem certainly does not traverse the node, 
and no elements of that region can be described in such terms, since they 
are all alike in character, agreeing in their short length and in bearing 
reticulate thickenings. 

The true nature and relations of these various strands of xylem can be 
seen by reference to other organs. In the first place the bundles of the 
tubers give·us a clue. There the xylem is not separated into three strands, 
but forms a continuous group of tracheides, though often interspersed with 
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parenchymatous cells. The protoxylem is poorly developed and the 
elements not ruptured, hence a carina! canal is absent. Queva's figure 
(7, p. 135) of a bundle from E. litorale may be compared with Text-fig. 9· 

We obtain, however, still further enlightenment from an examination of 
the cone. 

In the latter organ the predominance of metaxylem is very striking, 
the protoxylem being represented by relatively few and small elements well 
to the interior of the irregular bundles. The order of differentiation in the 
following species, E. arvense, E. maximum, E. palustre, E. lz'mosum, 
E. sylvaticum, was undoubtedly centrifugal, but the existence of mesarch 
traces in the sporangiophores gives credence to Eames's (10) view that the 
cones of E. hiemale and E . .fluviatile exhibit mesarch axial strands. 

Thus the internodal bundles of the aerial vegetative axis are seen to 
conform in structure with those of the tuber and cone. The lateral strands 

A 

·. 
. ,Qg!;, } 
' 1.\fi . 

' 
· ........ 

B. 

. · · . 

c. Jl . 

TEXT-FIG. 24. Diagram showing bundles from: A, cone;- B, abnormal tuber; C, normal 
tuber; D, internode of stem. 

are the relics of a continuous band of metaxylem such as now exists in the 
·bundles of the cone and less perfectly in those of the tuber (Text-fig. 24). 

A somewhat similar suggestion was put forward by Browne (l ), who, 

however, regarded the carina! tracheides as representing the middle portion 
of the once continuous xylem. It has been shown· above that in all cases 
the protoxylem forms an independent strand always internal to the meta
xylem. 

As Browne suggests, the vascular structure of the cones of some 
species shows a reduction series, much more xylem being present in the 
cones of E. ar'l.JC1tse, for example, than in those of E. lt'mosum. It is quite 
clear from an examination of the former of these species that the basal 

plan was a siphonostele in which gaps have arisen owing to the failure of 
the cells to differentiate as tracheides. On this conception the structure 
met with in the cone links together the unbroken siphonostele of the basal 
region of the young plant and the vascular structures of the node and inter
node of the vegetative axis. 
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The reason for the extraordinary difference in character between the 
elements of the node and internode of the latter appears to be due to the 
difference in amount and rate of growth of those two regions. The inter
nodal condition represents the last stage in a reduction of xylem consistent 
with a continuous and effective supply of water to the leaves and branches. 

In the light of these facts it seems clear that the metaxylem found in 
the underground basal region of the sporeling, in the cone, the nodes and 
internodes of the vegetative branches; is all phylogenetically the same, i.e. 
it is the centrifugally developed wood of a monostelic system, differing 
only in the degree of reduction and the character of the elements. 

With regard to the question of the addition of secondary elements to 
the centrifugal wood of the node of certain species, the results of the present 
investigation negative the presence of any process of secondary thickening. 
The facts on which this idea was based allow of a simpler explanation, viz. 
that the increase in length of the nodal elements, accompanied by sliding 
growth, gives an appearance in transverse section of an apparent increase in 
the number of tracheides of the xylem. 

Having c9ncluded that the existing structure in both vegetative and 
reproductive axes has been derived from a continuous siphonostele only 
interrupted by the insertion of the branches, we are faced with the problem 
of the determining factor associated with the distribution of the parenchy
matous tracts. Can it be met by an application of the conception of foliar 
gaps which is associated with the study of filicinean anatomy ? Browne has 
attempted such an explanation in her papers dealing with the cones of 
several species of Equisetum. She homologizes the parenchymatous meshes 
with foliar gaps, associating them with sporangiophores, and considers that 
these organs are modified whole foliar structures. 

As stated more fully above, the detailed anatomy of the cone does not 
support the view that the sporangiophores are really of this nature, and, 
judged in the light of the anatomy of a mixed strobilus such as that of 
Calamostachys, it cannot be doubted that nodes are completely absent in 
the cones of present-day Eqttiseta. 

Even if the sporangiophores were foliar structures, the anatomy does 
not favour the view that the meshes are foliar gaps. Jeffrey has pointed 
out, and it is abundantly confirmed in this investigation, that the gap does 
not, except in a few cases, occur immediately above the point of departure 
of the trace ; and most frequently shows no relation to it. 

The theory put forward l::iy Jeffrey (5), that the gaps in the vegetative 
axis can be described as ramular gaps, is certainly not supported by the 
apatomical facts described in this paper. The gaps are not situated 
immediately above th<: point of insertion of the vascular supply of the 
branch ; they fail, in fact, to satisfy the criterion on which Jeffrey himself 
insists in the case of foliar gaps. 
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Whatever factors have been concerned in effecting the gradual lack of 
differentiation of wood recognizable as such, the actual areas of the xylem 
in which the replacement of tracheides by parenchyma has taken place have 
had no nece~sary relation to the insertion of leaves and branches. The 
present distribution of the xylem, and hence of the parenchymatous tracts, 
is such as to best preserve the efficiency of the wood in its double function 
of water-conduction and mechanical support. In the internodes of the 
vegetative axis, where the reduction of xylem has been carried very far, it 
has no doubt made possible the great elongation which is such a marked 
characteristic of the genus. The rigid tube of short tracheides at the nodes 
is an important factor in maintaining the mechanical efficiency of the stem. 
In the cones where the nodes are absent the greater development of meta
xylem and its more equal distribution is adapted to provide for the support 
of the numerous sporangiophores. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that in the writer's opinion the size and 
distribution of the tracts of parenchyma have no morphological value in the 
discussion of questions of phylogeny. The same may be said of that much
debated tissue the endodermis. In Equisetum not only does it appear in 
various relations to the vascular tissues in different parts of the same plant, 
but its arrangement also varies in the corresponding organs of different 
species. Kashyap (23) has shown in E. ·debile that small groups of paren
chymatous cells without any vascular elements may be surrounded by 
separate endodermes. The anomalous tuber described in the present paper 
inay also be instanced. 

It may be recalled in this connexion that similar cases of unusual and 
independent occurrence of an endodermal layer have been recorded in other 
plants, e. g. in the roots of Ruscus (Lewis, 24). 

Whatever factors may have determined its distribution, they are 
probably physiological ones, which, however, can scarcely be ~atisfactorily 
elucidated in the present state of our knowledge. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

I. The sporeling of Equisetum arvmse shows a protostelic condition at 
its base which opens to a siphonostele at the level of attachment of the 
vascular supply of the secondary axis. The protostelic condition is again 
resumed for a short distance below the level of the attachment of the first 
whorl of leaves. 

z. The basal regions of the succeeding axes of the young plant possess 
a compact closed siphonostele composed of short reticulate tracheides. 
There is thus formed a sympodial vascular tube in which five or more axes 
may be concerned. 

3· The secondary axis arises endogenously from the primary axis 
below the level of the first leaf-whorl. 
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4· The vascular structure of an anomalous tuber is described, in which 
carina! canals are formed in connexion with the protoxylem, and these in the 
middle region of the tuber are enveloped by separate en.dodermes. 

5· A young sporeling of E. limosum is described showing a forked 
primary axis. The arrangement of the vascular system indicates that it has 
almost certainly arisen by a dichotomy. 

6. The question of the existence of secondary thickening at the nodes 
of E. arvense and E. maximum has been investigated by a study of the 
~evelopment of the nodal tracheides. The conclusion is formed that the 
apparent increase in elements which has been attributed to secondary 
thickening is due to the enlargement and displacement of developing 
tracheides. 

7· The vascular structure of the cones of E. arvense, E. maximum, 
E. palustre, E. limosum, and E. sylvaticum is described. 

The endogenous protoxylem strands are shown to form complete and 
continuous systems, uninterrupted by nodal tracheides, as is invariably the 
case in vegetative shoots. The metaxylem develops later and varies in 
amount and distribution in the different species. 

E. arvense shows the greatest amount and E. limosmn and E. syh'a~ 
ticum the least. 

It is concluded that the gaps in the metaxylem siphonostele cannot be 
described. as leaf-gaps, bearing no relation to the sporangiophore traces, but 
may be related to the mechanical efficiency of the cone. 

It is also concluded that the vascular structure of the cone indicates 
that the sporangiophores are not the morphological equivalent of leaves, but 
are organs sui generis, and the axis of the cone is undifferentiated into nodes 
and internodes. 

H. The general vascular system of the plant is discussed, and it is con~ 
eluded that the general plan of development proceeds from a simple proto~ 
stele which opens out into a siphonostele. This shows a considerable 
reduction in the cone by the development of large parenchymatous meshes 
or longitudinal tracks and still further reduction in the internodes of the 
vegetative shoots. 

In conclusion, the author's grateful thanks are due to Dr. S. Chandler, 
who very generously handed over some sporeling material and microtome 
sections of Equisetum sp., which he had already prepared. 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY, IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF· SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES VI AND VII. 

Illustrating Miss Barratt's paper on the Vascular System of the Genus Equisetum. 

PLATE VI. 

Fig. 1. a-g. Drawings of sporelings taken from the same culture towards the eud of the first 
season's growth. Note the great variation in size and development of the different plants grown 
on prothallia from spores sown at the same time. The prothallial lobes have been retnoved. 
Nat ural size, 
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Fig. 2. a and b. External view of lower parts of two sporelings, showing the po>ition of the 
secondary axis. In b it appears much nearer to the root than in a. The prothallus has been 
removed. x 68. From drawings by Dr. S. Chandler. 

Fig. 3· An abnormal annulus of E. palustn showing the development of sporangia. Seen from 
above. 

Fig. 4· Longitudinal view of ba;al region of very young spore ling from a cleared preparation. 
The cortical tissues have been omitted. The endodermis is conspicuous owing to the cuticularized 
band staining de.,ply with ammoniacal fuchsin. Note the difference in level of the two leaf-traces. 
X 180. 

Fig. 5· Transverse section of basal region of young sporeling, showing the central cylinder 
only. Note the curious appearance of the reticulate tracheides in section. x :120. 

Fig. 6. Tracheides from the basal region of the same spore ling more highly magnified. x 64o. 

PLATE VII. 

Fig. r. A node and part of an internode of a sporeling of E. arve:tse from a cleared preparation. 
Note the first development of metaxylem (M). x 425. 

Fig. 2. Base of a sporeling of E. aJ·vense, showing two aerial axes and the early stages in the 
formation of the third. x 6 5. 

F = foot. s., s, = primary and secondary axes. 
B = bud which will form third axis. 
X ~ vascular supply for B. 
o = ochreola. 
L = first leaf-whorl. 

Lt = leaf-trace. 
R 1 = xylem strand of first root. 
R2 = xylem strand of second root. 

Fig. 3· A young node and internode near the apex of a sporeling of E. arvmse before the 
nodal tracheides have linked up the internodal xylem. From a cleared preparation. X 4 25. 

Fig. 4· Four internodes of a bud of E. maximum, showing, the early differentiation of internodal 
xylem. Note that the strict alternation of the strands is departed from by the introduction of an 
extra member in one whorl. From a cleared preparation. 

Fig. 5· The vascular supply of half a cone of E. pa!ustre. From a cleared preparation. x 12. 

Fig. 6. The vascular arrangement of the cone of E. limosum. From a cleared prepara
tion. x 12. 
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